
Cautions:

Notices:

1. DO NOT use an electric generator to test this LED fixture.
2. Please abide by any related country, regional and local laws and regulations when installing this fixture.
3. To avoid any electrical shock or damage, please do not install on rainy days.

1.To prevent the risk of fire or electric shock, the installation must be conducted by operator who 
has professional electrical knowledge.

2.Please wear gloves to avoid injury before installing lamps.
3.During or after installation, if there are situations such as smoke, fire in the fixture,

please turn off the power immediately.
4.This light can be used for outdoor installation.

LED Area Light Instruction
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Parameters

Rated Current

1.375A

2.75A

Part No.

AL150WSCCTBK5

AL300WSCCTBK5

70W/100W/150W Selectable

200W/240W/300W Selectable

Input Voltage Frequency Power

50/60HzAC120-347V

Fixture Power (W) and/or Color Temperature (CCT) from factory settings are:
AL150WSCCTBK5  150W/50K
AL300WSCCTBK5  300W/50K

70W/100W/150W
200W/240W/300W



Wiring Diagram:

Optional Brackets and Installation Instructions
There are 4 optional brackets for this fixture. 
The following are shoebox fixtures with different brackets.
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Black / Brown：ACL

ACN

Green / Yellow：

White / Blue：     
：DIM-

PURRLE：DIM+

11768

11769

11770 & 11771

11767
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fixed baselamp holder

Locking bolt

AC input wires

11767

Locking bolt

Locking bolt

Step 7 :Loosen the locking bolt in the slip-fitter by a wrench 
to adjust fixture to a appropriate angle,adjustable angle 
range 90 then this locking bolt.
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fixed base

lamp holder

Screw

AC input wires 

Iron bar

Fixing screws

Junction box

Iron bar
Iron bar

rubber gasket

11768

pink pink
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Step 7：1. Push the connected wires into the pole, close the pole’s top cover,the close the junction box cover by tightening the screws.

Step 7：2. Push the connected wires into bracket junction box，close the box cover by tightening the screws,then close the 
pole’s top cover.

Step 8：Loosen the locking bolt by a wrench to adjust the fixture to a appropriate angle,adjustment range 15º,then tighten this locking 
bolt.

Step 1 : Mark the fixing holes locations on the wall with
Type D bracket, then drill the hole in 10mm diameter with
an electric drill;

Step 2 : Knock the two expansion bolts into wall with a hammer

Step 3:  Fix the TYPE D bracket on the mounting-surface by
tightening screws with a wrench.

Step 4: Pass the fixture's AC input wires through the Type D bracket;
then hang the fixture into the TYPE D bracket, tighten screws to
lock it to Type D bracket with a wrench.

Wallelectrical drill

Ø10

76-96

hammer

expansion bolt

11769
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Step 5: Loosen the angle adjustable screws on both sides of Type D bracket, rotate fixture to an appropriate angle required and
tighten the two screws, see fig.31; then connect the fixture's
 Note: The adjustable angel range is 0-90 °. 

90°angle adjustable screw

Wallelectrical drill

Ø10

76-96/(64-104)

hammer

expansion bolt

installation
surface

90°

11770 & 11771
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